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(54) A.CCIDENT POINT LOCATING METHOD OF POWER CABLE

(11) ji-297052 (A)_ (-IS) 12.11.1993 (19) JP

r>\\ Ann No 4 101296 (22) 21.-4.1992

I?ir?URUKA\v.i ELECTRIC CO LTO:THE (72) SHOJI TONnOK.M3)

(51) Int. Cl^ C01R31/0S

Pl'PPOSE- To provide an accidempoint locating method wherein an accident

point can be oriented by means of a simple system which uses at east one

optical fiber as a transmission line transmJning the detection signal of an acci-

dent and the mounting position of a sensor is restricted "^P^'"^";'^'^ '"-'^
,„

rn\=;TITUTlON- When a dielectric breakdown accident is caused at power caoles

1 or their connection parts 3, 4, a large acoustic signal is generated^ ^en5j,rs

6 detect the acoustic signal and give it to optical modulation means / b. .
ne

oD-i-al modulation m.eans 7, 8 modulate an optical signal propagated on ari

opdcal fiber 10 by m.eans of output signals from the sensors 6 Tne optica

si-r.al on the optical fiber 10 is given to a juogment means 11, tne a.cia.nt

point of the power cables is oriented. Since it is sufficient to lay at least one

op'ical fiber along the power cables 10, a system can be consututed simply.

When the arrival time difference of the sound signal up to the sensors b i=>

utilized, it is possible to find the distance up to the acciaent po:nl irom t.ne

sensors 5.
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(54) TROUBLE-POINT LOCATION METHOD OF GROUND FAULT

(11) 5-297053 (A) (43) 12.11.1993 (19) JP

(21) Appl. No. 4 106539 (22) 24.4.1992
. w a x,.^-T-r,<n

(71) NI3SIN ELECTRIC CO LTD (72) YASUHIRO YAMAMOTO(l)

(51) Int. CP. G0lR"31/08

PURPOSE- To judge in which branch a trouble point after a branch point is

situated to specify the trouble point and to perform the search operation of

the trouble point by means of small efforts by a method wherein information

on a power-supply end and on two receiving ends is used.

CONSTITUTION: The distance from a power supply end A m a resistance-

'tn-ounded system three-terminal single-circuit transmission line up to a trouble

Dcint is calculated. When the calculated distance exceeds the oistance from

^aid power supply end A up to a circuit branch point T. values o lormulae

VTB= VB-ZBIB and VTC=VC-ZCIC are calculated respectively by use

the following-, voltages VB. VC at a trouble phase at other ends B. C; electric

c-rrents IB IC at the trouble phase; a positive-phase impedance at a circuit

in a secuon.,TB; and a positive-phase impedance ZC at a circuit in a section

TC. When the value VTR is smaller than the value VTC it is judged that

the trouble point is situated in the section TB. When the value VTC is smaller

than the value VTR, it is judged that the trouble point is situated in the section

TC. The trouble point is located in the judged section.
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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING POSITION OF LIGHTNING

STRIKE
(U) 5-297054 (A) (43) 12.11.1993 (19) JP

(21) Appl. No. 4 125340 (22) 20.4.1992

(71) FURUKAWA ELECTRIC CO LTD:THE (72) OSAMU ASO(i)

(51) Int. CP. G01R31/OS;:^G02B6/00

PURPOSE: To detect a thunderbolt fall posiiion by making use of an optica!

composite overhead ground wire.
,

CONSTITUTION: When a thunderbolt 12 is caused in an optical composite over-

*head ground wire 3. lightning electricity which is propagated through a conduc-

tor wire 1 is detected by means of an electricity detection part 6 at a reception-

side terminal station 5. The rotation-change of the polarization plane due to

ihe thunderbolt of an optical signal which is transmitted to the side of tne

terminal station 5 from a terminal station 4 through an optical fiber 2 is passed

through an analyzer 7 and then detected by means of a power meter 8. An

operation part 11 detects the time of the thunderbolt by means of the detection

signal of the electricity detection part 6; it detects the rotation time of the

polari;:ation plane by means of a signal from the power meter 8; it detects

^-.cance (d) from the terminal station 5 up to a thunderbolt position on the
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